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Abstract
Fire alarm systems including their optical smoke detectors exhibit quite a
long history from today’s point of view. As a result, we can appreciate a
high level of maturity for the technologies in use, development flows, or
operational procedures in the fire domain. Likewise, novel technologies
and methodologies are gradually entering the market, which are eagerly
absorbed by research, certification bodies, manufactures, et al.
The purpose of this paper to promote the use of statistical methods as a
supportive ingredient for performance evaluation in the fire domain. We
consider the example of sensitivity testing according to e.g. EN 54-7 and
show how a standard-compliant database derived from real sample data
is built up, which acts as prerequisite for exhaustive simulations and
subsequent statistical evaluation. Furthermore, we show how prevailing
conformance testing criteria based on hard decision may be enhanced
by means of normative soft metrics derived from statistical evaluation.
Keywords: statistics, performance evaluation, simulation, conformance
testing, certification body, artificial data generation
Introduction
Without any doubt, fire alarm systems represent an indispensable and
compulsory part of building technologies dedicated to prevent from
personal and material damage. Consequently, the life-safety functionality
of these systems has to be validated exhaustively, i.e. fire alarm systems
and their components are subject to extensive performance testing in
order to proof compliance to the fire protection goals of a product as well
as the norms for corresponding target markets.
Problem statement
Optical smoke detectors represent a crucial part of each fire alarm
system since they actually indicate for an alarm based on the surrounding
smoke conditions.

Considering most important norms given their distribution and worldwide
area of validity, smoke detectors typically have to comply with European
norms EN 54-7 [1], EN 54-29 [2], or EN 54-31 [3] and US norm UL 268
[4], respectively. Besides many other test criteria, both norms contain a
set of well-defined test fires paired with a fine-grained description of test
procedures, fuels and their arrangements. Further auxiliary equipment
like the measuring ionization chamber (MIC) monitors the evolution of a
test fire and determines its validity. If a test fire is valid, the whole set of
smoke detectors being under test referred to as specimen has to indicate
alarm before a defined end of test criterion in order to pass the test; if any
detector does not alarm within the defined time limit, the test is failed. We
denote this approach as hard decision.

Fig. 1. Test fire characteristics and its boundaries to qualify a test fire
as valid or not: (a) Projection to m-value vs. y-value space (b)
Transient of m-value (according to e.g. EN 54-7).
Regardless the measures to specify test setups and procedures just as
stable, deterministic, and reproducible as possible, every test run will be
a unique realization of a test fire and it is valid if the measurement values
are within specified boundaries. Fig. 1 shows an example of such test fire
boundaries spanned by m-value (optical light beam), y-value (MIC), and
time as specified e.g. by EN 54-7.
Additionally, Fig. 1 shows two realizations of the test fire both of which
represent valid realizations according to the specified boundaries.
Obviously, there exists a lot more valid realizations than the two depicted
ones. If now considering the multitude of all possible valid realizations of
a test fire, following questions arise: (1) Firstly, we can ask how robust
dedicated smoke detectors are with respect to all valid realizations of a
test fire if they already passed the test at the certification body. This
applies to valid realizations close to the limit of validity in particular.

(2) Secondly, we can ask if the way of gathering a test result based on
hard decision for smoke detector alarming as well as for judging the
validity of a test fire is the most suitable approach to determine the
compliance of smoke detectors.
Building up a test fire database
Concerning question (1), statistical evaluation is a suitable measure to
proof a smoke detector is operating reliably under all possible realizations
of a valid test fire. Of course, the prerequisite to start this evaluation is
the availability of a database containing ‘all’ realizations of relevant test
fires. Naturally, such a database is built up of recorded sample data on
the one hand, but has to be extended with artificially generated data on
the other hand. In this context, database extension turns out as
mandatory since the acquisition of real sample data causes nonnegligible effort with respect to time and cost.
The basic idea is to use recorded real sample data as origin and derive
artificial data by means of a well-defined modification model. Clearly,
artificially generated data comes at a trade-off, i.e. deployed models may
not be fully accurate. In this context, we believe data augmentation based
on real sample data is a suitable approach since cautiously tuning a
modification model deployed to real sample data may increase the risk
of introducing some bias, while a purely theoretical test fire model used
to generate data from scratch may bear more sources for potential failure.
Fig. 2 illustrates the process of artificial data generation for the dedicated
test fire TF1 (c.f. Annex H in EN 54-19). Firstly, real sample data has to
be collected, such that records of both reference signals (of MIC and of
optical light beam) and sensor signals (of detector specimen) are
available per test fire realization. Reference and sensor signals form a
tightly associated pair of data and it is a matter of cautious test setup,
arrangements, and synchronization to provide high quality recorded real
sample data. Note, this processing step strongly depends on the
availability of adequate facilities, may it be a dedicated fire laboratory or
a dedicated session at a test house.
Secondly, the reference signals are associated with the specified
boundary curves of the test fire in order to qualify a test fire realization as
valid. Thirdly, a modification model transforms the real reference signals
by means of a set of model parameters to artificially generated reference
signals, which are subject to hypothesis testing with respect to the
boundary curves. The model parameters are revised and a new
parameter set is generated in case the hypothesis testing fails. Note one
real sample data test fire realization is used to generate M artificial
sample data realizations all of which have to be qualified as valid.

The modification model itself is kept simple; it considers shifting the
reference signals with respect to the starting point of the measurement
as already proposed by e.g. EN 54-29. Furthermore, the model considers
stretching the time duration between the samples as well as applying a
gain value to the reference signals.

Fig. 2. Data augmentation approach to generate artificial sample data.
Fig. 3 shows the results of the data augmentation process for the
reference signals of one TF1 test fire realization. Firstly, the real data
samples of Record-1 are all within the normative limits; actually, they are
already close to them. Next, the modification model is used to generate
M realizations of artificial sample data.

More precisely, Fig. 3 provides two sets of artificial sample data, a first
set Generated-1 (a) and second set Generated-1 (b). The first set (a)
contains sample data, which completely stays within the normative limits.
Contrariwise, set (b) considers tolerances, which mark a sample set as
valid even if it slightly exceeds the normative limits. In the given
illustration, the sample data of set (b) allows a 5% tolerance with respect
to the normative limits. The motivation to do so is to challenge a detection
algorithm such it proofs robustness with respect to test fire realizations
close to normative limits or even slightly beyond them, which seems in
line with our understanding of outermost fire protection goals.
Finally, the model parameters determined for the generation of artificial
sample data of the reference signals are also applied for generating the
corresponding artificial sensor signals of the smoke detector (c.f. Fig. 2).
This approach seems intuitive since the optical sensor signals of a smoke
detector just form representatives of the smoke density given by the mvalues of the reference signal mapped into the signal space of a detector.
Besides the tolerances for normative limits applied to reference signals,
also calibration tolerances of sensor signals are taken into account in the
data augmentation process. The variations of the hardware components
of a detector cause the calibration tolerances. Therefore, calibration
procedures compensate for these variations during production, but still
leave a certain range of variability between detectors, which also affects
the sensor parts. It is up to the manufacturer to determine the acceptable
fluctuation range he can cope with for his dedicated product in his
production environment. In terms of artificial data generation, each
recorded sensor sample data set contains meta-information on how a
detector’s sensor system was calibrated.
Using this enables to normalize the sensor data to an ‘ideal’ operating
range, which corresponds to the target reference settings in production.
The data augmentation process performs sensor signal normalization
prior to the transformation with respect to modification parameters
according to Fig. 2. The motivation to do so is two-fold: Firstly,
normalization of sensor signals eases the comparability between
recorded sample data for a particular test fire. Secondly and more
insistently, it cleanly decouples the impact of calibration tolerances from
the actual process of data augmentation. Of course, calibration
tolerances can be reapplied to artificially generated sensor sample data
in the end.

Fig. 3. Optical reference signals for test fire TF1 (c.f. EN 54-29): Test
fire realization of a real sample data record (Record-1) and M=50
realizations of associated artificial sample data (Generated-1).
Simulation strategy for algorithm evaluation
Having a representative database at hand, it opens up a variety of
opportunities in order to find and verify suitable smoke detection
algorithms as sketched with question (1) in the problem statement.
Apparently, the principle of Monte-Carlo simulation becomes applicable
so algorithm variants can be benchmarked with respect to a well-defined
set of realizations of a particular test fire.
For this purpose, Fig. 4 illustrates the simulation concept arrangement:
The test fire database contains artificial and real sample data of test fires.
The artificial data may be generated online during simulation or it may be
pre-calculated and stored offline. The actual strategy depends on the
concrete deployment and is driven by operational restrictions, e.g.
storage and memory capacity, processing power, simulation time et al.
According to Fig. 4, a deployment specification provides the recipe of
how a dedicated simulation run is executed, i.e. it defines test fire
parameters, e.g. the fest fire type or the concrete realization, as well as
algorithm parameters, e.g. the configuration and build rules for an
artefact. The simulator itself provides nothing but an engine to run the
algorithm artefact, feed the test fire sample data to it, collect the
algorithm’s outputs and store the results to a simulation report, which
documents the performance with respect to pass/fail criteria together with
corresponding statistics. Finally, the report is linked to its deployment
specification and therefore enables for full traceability.

Fig. 4. Simulation concept for the statistical evaluation of a fire detection
algorithm.
Consecutively, the conjunction of database and simulation concept offer
a powerful simulation toolset enabling for manifold use cases: (1) It offers
support for rapid-prototyping during pre-development, if an algorithm
artefact can be derived from a modelling design tool. (2) It offers support
for maturity and quality assurance, if a defined set of test fires is iteratively
deployed to an algorithm artefact, which is derived from the detector’s
true and certified firmware release. Additionally, this approach integrates

well to the continuous integration environment so a holistic build,
integration and test coverage pipeline may be established. (3) It offers
support for continuous improvement on detection robustness, if the data
augmentation process is cautiously adapted, e.g. tolerances may be
increased, non-normative (nuisance) test fires may be added while
detection performance has to be retained. (4) It offers support for full
transparency on statistical performance evaluation results traceable over
all deployment variants and degrees of freedom for test fire parameters
and detector settings by means of deployment specification and
simulation report. Hence, this may be a valid tool to validate different
detector settings with less amount of real test fires at certification bodies.
Statistical verification methods for conformance testing
Besides the profitable use of statistical evaluation for simulation on the
manufacturer side, certification bodies in the fire domain may additionally
benefit from it addressing question (2) from the problem statement. For
this purpose, it is worthwhile to observe how certification bodies in other
domains cope with the uncertainty of complex test routines and fragile
test results. E.g. DIN EN 55011 [5] deploys statistical methods to
evaluate the compliance of devices under test for electromagnetic
disturbances in case a default limit-based criterion fails. A similar concept
seems desirable for conformance testing according to EN 54-7 and
others, which targets to provide more fine-grained and meaningful
evaluation methods rather than a hard decision based on a requirement
like “All […] specimen shall generate an alarm signal […] before the
specified end of the test condition is reached” (c.f. EN 54-7, page 23).
To enhance the existing evaluation approach following options may be
promising: (1) Similar to DIN EN 55011 (c.f. Annex H) a t-test based on
a non-central t-distribution may be applied, where the confidence interval
and detection reliability form the distribution’s and test’s parameters [6].
Note it is worth to verify the i.i.d. (independent identically distributed)
property for EN 54-7-based test execution. Instead of individual test runs
for each sample result, we denote test results for four (or six) specimen
gathered from one single test fire realization. (2) Instead of evaluating the
statistics of hard decision of four (or six) specimen with respect to an end
of test criterion, a soft metric may be applied.
As a result, statistics of the soft metric, e.g. the time margin with respect
to the end of test criterion, of each specimen may be derived to formulate
an additional pass/fail criterion for a test run. (3) The basic idea of soft
decision may also be applied when evaluating the validity of a test fire.
More precisely, instead of checking ‘if’ a test fire is valid, it may be
determined ‘how’ valid a test fire realization is and therefore add some
tolerance space to the current setup. Then, this information may be
combined with a specimen’s detection performance to formulate an
adapted pass/fail criterion.

E.g. in case a test fire realization is close to the normative limits, it may
be sufficient to pass the test if five out of six specimen detect the fire
before the end of test criterion. (4) Lastly, suppose a detector platform
was already certified, real sample data was acquired for this platform, the
sample data represents a valid test fire realization, and a simulation setup
according to Fig. 4 is available with the certified firmware release. Now
suppose a firmware update is pending which requires re-certification of
the detector. Concretely, collecting ingredients from previous sections it
seems promising to delegate the fire sensitivity tests of conformance
testing to a pure simulation task. Given the knowledge of end of test
criterion, it is easy to evaluate detection performance and its statistics.
Conclusion and outlook
The main concern of this paper is the introduction of statistical evaluation
methods to the optical fire detection domain. Two major application areas
are identified, namely simulation based evaluation and conformance
testing according to EN 54-7 et al. It turns out a key prerequisite to these
contributions is the availability of good data sets, where statistical and
performance evaluation may be based upon.
For this purpose, the paper showed in detail, how artificial sample data
of normative test fires is generated based on a reduced set of real sample
data. In conjunction with this database, a detailed simulation concept
based on the Monte-Carlo principle enables for exhaustive performance
evaluation applicable to pre-development for rapid prototyping, quality
assurance together with continuous integration and quasi-normative
conformance testing. While manufacturers already benefit from the
concept of simulation, the paper also proposes statistical measures to
extend the evaluation approach of conformance testing at the certification
bodies. The latter may be seen as a starting point for future exchange
and discussion with affected parties addressing the vision to continuously
improve the maturity of a life-safety relevant product.
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